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forgotten, would not the public suffer a 108S? I think so; and
hence it follows that the owners of the patentJI in suit are entitled
to the benefits of the same.
Without further discussing the questions involved, it fonows from

what I have said that there is no merit in the defense, that the pro-
cess described had not been anticipated, and that it was patentable.
That·the defendant has infringed it is so clear as not to admit of
doubt, and a reference to the testimony on that point is entirely un·
necessary. A decree will be passed sustaining the bill of complaint,
and granting the relief prayed for.

BEMIS CAR-BOX CO. v. Bos'rON & R. ELECTRIC ST. RY. CO.
(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. June 23, 1896.)

No. 114.
L PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-CAR AXI,E Box.

The Bemis patent, No. 239,702, for a car axle box, was not anticipated,
is infringed by a device made in substantial accordance with

the Brill patent, No. 418,439, for a dust shield for car axle boxes, which
simply adds to the device of the patent an "abutment," thus changing
.1ts form, but leaving it still adapted to perform the oflice of the straight
Incline shown in the Bemis patent.

.. SAME.
The Bemis patent, No. 830,372, for a car wheel and axle box, In which

the invention consists substantially in having the annular flange of the
wheel detachably secured to the wheel, instead of cast integral. with
it, held not infringed by a wheel In which, though It was possible to re-
move the flange and substitute another, the change would amount sub-
stantially to a reconstruction.

John L. S. Roberts, for complainant
Francis Rawle, for defendant

CARPENTER, District Judge. This is a bill in equity to enjoin
an alleged infringement of the first of letters patent No. 239,-
702, issued April 5, 1881, to Sumner A. Bemis, for car axle box, and
the single claim of letters patent No. 330,372, issued November 17,
1885, to said Bemis, for car wheel and axle box. The claims are
as follows:
(1) The combination, in a car axle box, of the car wheel provided with

a flange projecting out from the side of the wheel and around the axle,
a tapered sleeve on the box or Its housing projecting into the said
flange on the wheel and surrounding the aXle, and a washer placed upon
said tapered sleeve on the box and there confined by contact with the
end of the flange on the wheel, substantially as described. The comhl-
nation, with external axle box, A, having a recess at its rear end con-
taining an elastic packing-ring, of the axle, the flat-faced car ·wheel on
said axle, and a tubular piece, c, detachably secured to the flat face of the
car wheel and extending against the elastic ring, substantially as de-
scribed.
I find on the evidence that the device used by the respondent

is, for the purposes of this case, substantially that shown in the
drawings of the letters patent No. 418,439, issued December 31,
1889, to John A. Brill, for dust shield for car axle boxes.
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I do not find that the devices of the patent are anticipated. On
the question of infringement the respondent refers to the opinion
of its expert, who states the question at issue in the following
terms:
"In the defendant's structure there is a car wheel, but there is no ftnnge on

projection cast thereon and projecting out therefrom.·. • • Neitber has
the defendant's box a tapered sleeve on the box or housing projectin-g into
the said flange of the wbeel and surrounding tbe axle, in the same sense or
for the same purpose as this tapered sleeve is shown and described in the
Bemis patent. In the defendant's structure, as shown by both exhibitb', tbe
washer rests against an abutment formed in the box, and its inner diameter
Ie larger than the portion of the projecting flange of the box, which is at tbe
extreme end rounding, as shown in the model. There can be no crowding
up of the washer upon this sleeve, but the washer, when placed in position,
is at once received and beld by the abutment in its final position, the washer
not having the capacity of being pushed further and further up and upon a
tapering sleeve. 'l'herefore, I do not think that the defendant's box contains
the tapered sleeve which forms the third element of the combination of the
first claim of the 1881 patent. 'l'he idea, as I understand it, of the patent
was to make a tapered sleeve of such a character that if the interior opening
in a washer became larger through wear, it could SltllI be tightly beld by
being forced up, or, as the patent states it, crowded further upon the tap.ered
sleeve. No such capacity exists in the defendant's box, for the washers, as
shown by the iron structure and by the comj}lainant's model, have an interior
diameter of such a size, when new, that they are received directly against the
abutment in the box and there rest; and no capacity exists in the defend-
ant's structure for securing these washers by crowding them up or along
a tapered sleeve or the like."
I have not been able to see that the differences in structure here

recited make any difference in the function of the mechanism. The
"abutment" is simply added to the device of the patent, and results
only in changing its form, and leaves it still adapted, although per-
haps not so well adapted, to perform the office of the straight in-
cline shown in the patent. The respondent will therefore be held
to infringe the first patent.
As to the second patent, the complainant thus states the scope of

the invention as shown by the ,patented structure:
The only difference between this construction and that shown in the

1881 patent lies in the fact that the annular flange in the 1881 patent is
cast integral with the wheel, while in the 1885 patent it is detachably se-
cured to the Wheel, and by means of the invention the expense of buying
new car wheels to be used with the axle boxes of the description contained
in the patents would be obviated, and It would only be necessary to at-
tach new flanges to the wheel at a trifling expense. This appears to be
the novel and useful thing shown and described in the patent.
I do not find that the device of the respondent is "detachably

secured" in the sense of the patent. It is, indeed, possible to re-
move it, and to substitute another, but such change would amount
to a -reco"nstruction of the mechanism, and is not, in my opinion, a
proper function of the device used by the respondent.
There will be a decree for the complainant under the first pat-

ent, and, as to the second patent that the respondent does not in-
fringe.
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NATIONAL METER CO. v. CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE.
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. July 9. 1896.)

PATENTS-PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION.
A defendant, who is using articles which infringe plaintiff's patent, and

which have been purchased from a manUfacturer, against whom the va-
lidity of the patent and the infringing character of the articles have been
adjudged by the court of last resort, cannot avoid a preliminary injunc-
tion against the use thereof by showing that it will take time and trouble
to find and remove from use the articles in question.

J. Edgar Bull, for the motion.
Edwin H. Brown, opposed.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. The validity of the patent and the
infringing character of the disks complained of have been conclu·
sively established against the manufacturer by the decision of the
circuit court of appeals in the Third circuit. 12 C. C. A. 671, 65
Fed. 427. No certiorari to the supreme court having been allowed,
that decision is one of the court of last resort. A few additional
patents and suggested anticipations have been presented by the
defendant here, who is using some of the infringing disks which
were before that court, but they present no questions not fully con·
sidered in the former suit. The case is on all fours with Campbell
Printing·Press & :Manuf'g Co. v. :Manhattan Ry. Co., 49 Fed. 930;
and the defendant must desist from using the infringing disks which
it bought from the manufacturer, who was defendant in the former
suit. That it may take time and trouble to locate and remove them
is no defense to this application. That is a risk the user of an
infringing article always takes, and he may always fully protect
himself by requiring a guaranty against loss from the person whose
product the user buys. The record in this case shows that the city
of Poughkeepsie has thus protected itself, and it should now prompt-
ly remove the infringing disks. Public convenience seems to re-
quire that this work should be done by installments, and the order
may contain a clause allowing 60 days for making the necessary
changes.

HEAP v. GREENE et aI.
(Circuit Court, D. Massachusetts. June 22, 1896.)

No. 362.

PATENTS-LIMITATION BY Pmol{ AUT-CLOTH·NAPPING MACHINES.
The Grosselin patent, No. 377,151, for a machine for napping cloth, if

valid at all, is limited by the prior 8tate of the art, as shown especially
in the English patent of July 24, 1823, to William Davis, and the German
patent of September 1, 1878, to ;\loritz Jahr, to the specific methods used
to produce the main result which is the general function of the machine.

This was a suit in equity by Oharles Heap against Henry S. Greene
and others for alleged infringement of a patent for a machine for
napping cloth. Final hearing.


